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(Dated: October 30, 2018)
In [1] (“Scalar field excited around a rapidly rotating black hole in Chern-Simons modified gravity”),
Konno and Takahashi have recently developed some analytical results for the scalar field about a Kerr
black hole in the decoupling limit of dynamical Chern-Simons gravity. This involved a decomposition
of the source (the Pontryagin density) in terms of Legendre polynomials. Here we give a two-line
expression for this decomposition which simplifies their quadruple sum. Our expressions are rational
polynomials multiplying Legendre functions of the second kind, or equivalently rational polynomials
multiplying hypergeometric functions.
PACS numbers: 04.50.Kd,02.30.Gp
In [1], Konno and Takahashi (henceforth KT) at-
tempted to find an analytical solution for the scalar field
ϑ which satisfies
ϑ ∝ ∗RR (1)
where ∗RR = −∗RabcdRabcd = − 12ǫabefRef cdRabcd is the
Pontryagin density. This is one of the equations of mo-
tion of dynamical Chern-Simons (dCS) gravity [2, 3], the
other being the modified Einstein equation, which also in-
cludes corrections from ϑ. In the decoupling limit about
some background (GR) solution, the wave operator of
Eq. (1) becomes the background wave operator and the
source term is evaluated on the background spacetime.
When seeking rapidly-rotating black hole solutions we
use the Kerr spacetime [4, 5] as the background solution,
and impose stationarity and axisymmetry on ϑ. Then we
desire to solve[
∂
∂r
(
∆
∂
∂r
)
+
1
sin θ
∂
∂θ
(
sin θ
∂
∂θ
)]
ϑ = CΣ∗RR , (2)
where ∆ ≡ r2 + a2 − 2Mr, Σ ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ, C is some
constant related to the coupling strength of dCS, and in
Kerr we have
∗RR =
96M2acr
Σ6
(3r2 − a2c2)(r2 − 3a2c2) , (3)
where c = cos θ.
The differential operator on the LHS of Eq. (2) sepa-
rates, and the eigenfunctions of the homogeneous angu-
lar equation are simply the Legendre polynomials Pl(c).
Therefore we consider the decomposition
S ≡ CΣ∗RR =
∞∑
l=0
Sl(r)Pl(cos θ) (4)
where
Sl(r) =
2l+ 1
2
∫ +1
−1
S(r, c)Pl(c)dc . (5)
The source is odd in c, so we will only need to consider
odd l.
For simplicity we define
Sl(r) = 96CM
2 2l+ 1
2
Il(r) (6)
Il(r) ≡
∫ +1
−1
acr(3r2 − a2c2)(r2 − 3a2c2)
(r2 + a2c2)5
Pl(c)dc , (7)
which appears as a source term for the separated inho-
mogeneous radial equation for ϑl(r), defined similarly to
Sl(r).
I. TWO-LINE EXPRESSION FOR Il(r)
KT give their S2n+1(r˜) (not quite equal to ours, see
Sec. II) in their Eqs. (29-36) in terms of a quadruple
sum of rational polynomials and the arctan function. We
find two-line expressions for Il(r) in terms of special func-
tions:
Il(r) = −
(l + 1)
24(a2 + r2)4
{ r
a
[
a4(l3 − l2 − 16l+ 4) + 2a2r2 (l2(l + 3)− 16)+ r4(l + 2)2(l + 3)] [Ql (+ ira )+Ql (− ira )]
+ 2
[
a4
(
l2 + l− 2)− 2a2r2 (l2 + l − 8)− 3r4 (l2 + l+ 2)] 1
i
[
Ql+1
(
+ ira
)−Ql+1 (− ira )]
}
, (8)
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2or equivalently,
Il(r) =
ε(l)
√
πΓ(l + 2) (a/r)l
3 (2)l+3 (a2 + r2)
4
Γ(l + 3
2
)
{[
a4(l3 − l2 − 16l+ 4) + 2a2r2 (l2(l + 3)− 16)+ r4(l + 2)2(l + 3)]F ( l+1
2
, l+2
2
; l + 3
2
;−a2r2 )
−2(l+ 1)a
2
(2l + 3)r2
[
a4
(
l2 + l − 2
)
− 2a2r2
(
l2 + l − 8
)
− 3r4
(
l2 + l + 2
)]
F ( l+2
2
, l+3
2
; l + 5
2
;−a2r2 )
}
(9)
where ε(l) = +1 for l = 1, 5, 9, . . ., ε(l) = −1 for l =
3, 7, 11, . . ., and ε(l) = 0 for even l. Below we describe
how to find these expressions.
We make use of the identity1
∫ +1
−1
ck(z − c)−1(1− c2)m/2Pml (c)dc
= (+2)(z2 − 1)m/2Qml (z)zk
(10)
where m ≤ l, k = 0, 1, . . . l −m, and z is in the complex
plane with a cut along (−1,+1) on the real axis. To use
this identity, we will have m = 0 = k,
∫ +1
−1
Pl(c)
z − cdc = +2Ql(z) (11)
with the same restriction on z as above. To get Eq. (7)
into a form where Eq. (11) may be applied, use a complex
partial fractions decomposition for the rational polyno-
mial (i.e. the denominator (r2 + a2c2)5 is an irreducible
polynomial over R but it is reducible over C). The de-
composition is
acr(3r2 − a2c2)(r2 − 3a2c2)
(r2 + a2c2)5
=
r
2(ac− ir)5+
r
2(ac+ ir)5
− i
4(ac− ir)4 +
i
4(ac+ ir)4
. (12)
Now the original integral Il has been converted to two
integrals of the form
∫
Pl(c)/(ac± ir)ndc where n = 4, 5.
The power n may be reduced through integration by
parts, i.e. integrating (ac± ir)−ndc while differentiating
Pl(c). After again performing a partial fractions decom-
position, this creates two types of terms. First, terms of
the form
∫
Pl′(c)/(ac± ir)n′dc where n′ = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1
and l′ = l, l+ 1, via [8]
(1− x2)dP
µ
ν (x)
dx
= (µ− ν − 1)Pµν+1(x) + (ν + 1)xPµν (x) .
(13)
Second, terms of the form
∫
Pl′(c)/(c ± 1)dc. The for-
mer terms with n′ = 1 may be evaluated directly with
Eq. (11) and the other n′ may be repeatedly integrated
1 This identity is correct in the fourth edition [6] but incorrect in
the seventh edition [7]. I did not have access to other editions to
check where the error was made.
by parts as just described. The remaining terms of the
form
∫
Pl′(c)/(c± 1)dc can all be combined together into
integrals of the form
∫
Pl′−1(c)− Pl′+1(c)
1− c2 dc . (14)
Here the integrand is subject to the identity
Pn−1(x) − Pn+1(x) =
(2n+ 1)
(
1− x2
)
P ′n
n(n+ 1)
(15)
which immediately yields
∫ b
a
Pl′−1(c)− Pl′+1(c)
1− c2 dc =
(2n+ 1)
n(n+ 1)
[Pn(b)− Pn(a)] .
(16)
Applying these identities allows us to integrate Il(r) and
gives Eq. (8).
Though the argument of Ql is purely imaginary
in Eq. (8), the combinations (Ql(ix) + Ql(−ix)) and
1
i (Ql(+ix)−Ql(−ix)) are purely real. This can be seen
with the identity [8]
Ql(z) =
√
πΓ(l + 1)
(2z)l+1Γ(l + 3
2
)
F
(
l + 1
2
,
l + 2
2
; l +
3
2
;
1
z2
)
.
(17)
Using this identity gives Eq. (9) which is manifestly real.
II. CHECKS AND COMPARISONS
For any given l, typical computer algebra systems
(such as Mathematica) can perform the explicit inte-
gral Il(r), since it is nothing but a rational polynomial
function. We have checked that Eq. (9) agrees with the
explicit evaluation of these integrals for a large number
of l’s.
We have also compared our expressions (given in Ap-
pendix A) with those given in KT. We have verified the
relationship
SKTl =
2l+ 1
2
Il (18)
where SKTl are the expressions given in Appendix A of
KT. This suggests that KT have dropped the factor of
96C (they scale all dimensional quantities by M). Their
expressions should be multiplied by this factor, which
they take as 3/2π.
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Appendix A: Source moments for small l
I1 = + 2(a
2 + r2)−4ra(r2 − a2) (A1)
I3 = − 16 (a2 + r2)−4ra−3
[
57a6 + 73a4r2 (A2)
+ 55a2r4 + 15r6
]
+ 5
2
a−4 arctan (ar )
I5 = +
1
12
(a2 + r2)−4ra−5
[
1047a8 + 5533a6r2 (A3)
+ 9583a4r4 + 7035a2r6 + 1890r8
]
− 35
4
a−6(a2 + 18r2) arctan (ar )
I7 = − 116 (a2 + r2)−4ra−7
[
4805a10 + 56665a8r2 (A4)
+ 188298a6r4 + 270354a4r6
+ 179025a2r8 + 45045r10
]
+ 315
16
a−8(a4 + 44a2r2 + 143r4) arctan (ar )
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